Content uniformity of microdose tablets (dosage 1 microgram--10 mg) produced by fluid bed granulation of interactive mixtures.
Tablets (100 mg), containing microdose quantities of micronized model drug (1 microgram--10 mg), were produced from interactive powder mixtures which had been fluid bed granulated. Granulation prevents adhesion unit and constituent segregation occurring during compression. Single tablet assays were performed on 100 tablets from each batch. The content of tablets fell within +/- 15% of the mean, and the coefficient of variation was less than 5% (99% confidence) for all batches. Skewness in the content distribution showed little evidence of superpotent tablets and indicated the absence of significant agglomerates of particles of the micronized component. However, there was some indication that the mixtures produced were not totally agglomerate free. These results demonstrate that the true potential of interactive mixing may be realized, provided segregation in the mixture can be eliminated. The distribution of micronized model drug, as a function of carrier particle size, was determined for the different concentration mixtures before and after granulation. When 0.1-2% interactive mixtures were sieved gently, the proportions of micronized material adhering to the different size fractions of carrier were similar. However, the very low concentration mixtures (0.001-0.03%) proved to be relatively unstable, a significant proportion of the micronized component being transferred from the mixtures to the metal surfaces of the sieves. Granulation of the mixtures in a fluidized bed produced a uniform distribution of micronized material throughout the different sized granules. These granules were stable during vibration on the sieves and when compressed. All samples of tablets met the United States Pharmacopeia XXI content uniformity requirements.